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Lawmakers clash over welfare issue
Heather Cvengros
The BC News

Should government refuse to support
children born while their families are
on welfare? This is the issue facing
many lawmakers. However, according
to University faculty, they may neglect
a more important issue: the well-being
of the children.
Supporters argue that it is time society sent the message that it is wrong for
single mothers to have more babies
when they cannot afford the children

they already have.
Some opponents worry that women on
welfare will have abortions if their
children's benefits are taken away, and
others say children should not be punished for the sins of their parents.
According to the Department of
Health and Human Services, most
mothers who give birth while on welfare receive an automatic increase in
their monthly cash benefits.
Gerald Whitburn, secretary of HHS
in Massachusetts, said the government
should end these welfare increases.

"It's not about punishment, it's about
stopping a subsidy for behavior that is
not responsible," Whitburn said.
University faculty and staff voiced
their concerns, saying government
should not refuse to support mothers
and the child's own well-being should be
taken Into consideration.
Timothy Fuerst, assistant professor
of economics, said there is no evidence
to show that mothers have more babies
to get more money.
Fuerst also said the government is
punishing the wrony person.

"The child has nothing to do with the
situation - it wasn't their choice," he
said.
Fuerst said if the government refuses
to give additional aid when more children are born, less resources will be
spent on children.
"Children will be off to a bad start.
There will be no money for health care,
food or education - it will only get
worse," Fuerst said.
Fuerst said we should do everything
we can to help the young.
"That's where the money should be

spent," he said. "I think some programs
should be eliminated from the budget so
that more money is spent on children."
Ellen Berry, director of the women's
studies program, said the government
is using children as a way to make a
point in the political argument and it's
unfair.
"They should be concerned about the
children, not morality," she said.
Berry said she would be happy to
have her tax dollar go to taking care of

Gender equity
still a question
at University

Split!

Jay Young
The BC News

Sucle McCrew

Senior Jejuana Brown rolls senior Brian Stilt inside the human Wednesday and were sponsored by UAO to promote Homecoming
bowling ball as sophomore Dcmica Palmer watches. The Human spirit.
Bowling and Human Fly activities were held in the union oval

First mayoral debate held
Bowling Green that we can no
longer be an ivy colored college
town," Hartman said. "It was at
Democratic mayoral candidate that point that I decided that I
Jack Hartman stressed the need should become a candidate for
for Bowling Green to remain a the mayorship.
university town at the first
mayoral debate Wednesday.
"I believe we should limit the
industrial growth of Bowling
Green and avoid becoming another junky suburb of Toledo,"
Hartman said.
Incumbent candidate Wes
Hoffman strongly favored increased industry at the debate,
which took place at the Elk's
Club.
"What I foresee in the the future Is continued industrial
growth," Hoffman said.
Wes Hoffman
Hartman said it was this attiincumbant mayoral candidate
tude that originally motivated
him to Join the mayoral race.
"About a year ago, Mayor improvement of the city's neighHoffman told the citizens of borhoods.
Lee Buse
The BC News

"What I foresee in the
the future is
continued industrial
growth."

See WELFARE, page eight.

"Preserving our neighborhoods should be our number one
priority In BG," Hartman said.
"If I'm elected mayor, my policy
Hartman also focused on the
will be, "If I don't want it in my

"I believe we should
limit the industrial
growth of Bowling
Green and avoid
becoming another
junky suburb of
Toledo."

Another topic for debate was
the idea of a city community
center, which Hoffman said the
city needs, citing a survey in
which 67 percent of city residents favored it.
Hartman agreed that the city
should build a community center,
although he said the facility
should be built In conjunction
with the city government and the
school district. In a closing
statement, Hoffman claimed that
Hartman will not be able to serve
as mayor full time because he
works three hours away.

"The mayor of Bowling Green
does not get paid as a full-time
Jack Hartman mayor," Hoffman said. "But it is
my contention that the more you
• democratic mayoral candidate are here, the better mayor you
will be. I will be available fullneighborhood, I don't want it in time and I will have a commitment to excellence."
your neighborhood.'"

After two gender equity studies by llie two paitics involved.
University President Sidney
Ribeau is ready to let a third
party give it another try.
"What we're going to try and
do is give another attempt to figuring out If there really is any
gender inequity," Ribeau said.
"If there is we're going to try to
address it and do something
about it. If there isn't we're going
to try to make sure we have an
environment where it doesn't
take place."
Ribeau said he would like' to
have a totally objective body to
research the situation.
"What we have at this point, all
we have, is competing methodology," Ribeau said. "Hopefully,
you can get someone who understands and somebody who is not
affiliated with the issue on cam-

pus at all."
Fiona MacKinnon-Slaney, Faculty Senate chairwoman, said
Ribeau has an idea about a consultant with a iee'.ing for the faculty position.
"He had a consultant he was
thinking about who sounded as
though it would be a reasonable
person who had a faculty perspective. That made sense to
me," MacKinnon-Slaney said.
"So we're going to try to work
together to see what solution is
possible."
Last year a faculty gender
equity committee found reasons
to support their claim that female faculty are not paid on the
same scale as men. A committee
initiated by former President
Paul Olscamp found no basis for
the unequal pay claim.
"In between the two sides is
reality," Ribeau said. "What we'See GENDER, page three.

Clause causes
city confusion
Hoffman, the emergency clause
is supposed to be used by council
members for legislation that
By state law, the emergency needs to be acted upon quickly.
"The emergency clause is
clause used by Bowling Green
City Council is an action city often confusing to many people,"
officials can only use when Hoffman said. "It doesn't mean
an emergency is in effect, it just
needed.
Or at least that's the theory.
See CLAUSE, page three.
According to Mayor Wes
Amy Johnson
The BC News

Tribe fever a long time coming
Residence halls, local gathering places see Cleveland spirit alive in BG
Daria Warnock
The BC News
As the 41-year losing streak
came to a close for the Cleveland
Indians, pennant fever has hit the
team's followers, leaving a big
Impression behind.
"We've been made fun of for
years and years and now our time
has come," said sophomore undecided major Tracy Boyarsky.
The Indians proved that statement Tuesday as they shut out
the Seattle Mariners 4-0, winning
the series 4-2.
"They are the best team they
have had in years ... since I was
born," said freshman dietetics

major Jacki Kenny.
Tribe fever has spread through
the residence halls and local
gathering places also, as groups
of students have been gathering
together to watch the fate of
their World Series-bound hometown team.
"I think that the Indians can
use all the support that they can
get," said sophomore business
major Becky Stewart, as she
cheered for them on Tuesday.
"They haven't had a good team in
ages."
Boyarsky said the support given to the Indians is helpful for
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"I remember sitting
in the old stadium ...
losing, but still
screaming for them.'
Tracy Boyarsky
sophomore

the team, but fans should stay
true whether they win or lose the
series.
"I remember sitting in the old
stadium ... losing, but still

screaming for them," Boyarsky
said. "Screaming ... just because
I'm from Cleveland and I'm
proud."
That pride is what is driving
many students to their hall
lounges and restaurants to follow
the Tribe in their quest for the
pennant. "They've pulled
together more as a team," Stewart said. "It's just amazing that
they have gotten this far looking
back at their v sars of playing."
Apparently, Tribe fever has
never been stronger.
"It's starting to catch on,"
Kenny said. "I don't know what I
would do without the Indians ...
they're awesome)"

eiii«betM>uif.r*MPpfc*,
Ty Hewitt, left, and Stacl Nolan watch the final seconds of the American League Championship game on a big screen T.V. at the Nautica
stage "Field of Dreams" in the Flats entertainment area of Cleveland
Tuesday.
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The BG News People need more respect
'"Celebrating 75 years of Excellence"
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city editor
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Sweetest Day
is for the birds
Amidst hearts, flowers and talk of romantic dinners
and gifts.The News is preparing for Sweetest Day
to rear its ugly head yet again Saturday.
Maybe we're just a bunch of bitter souls, but we don't
think we're the only ones who feel this -- and other greeting-card-company-created "holidays" -- are for the
birds. Remember the good old days when Valentine's
Day took care of all the required romantic gift-giving
and birthdays covered everything else? Well, since then,
the card companies have concocted enough inane holidays to handle virtually every facet of life in their
neverending quest to create new and more bizarre varieties of scuffed animals and coffee mugs.
There's Grandparents Day, Mother-in-Law Day, Secretaries Day, Bosses Day, Nannies Day, Thirdbasemen
Day, State Militia Members Day, and ... well you get the
picture. There's a lot of them. People in today's society
must keep a constant eye on the calendar for fear of unwittingly offending some relative or co-worker by not
handing them a greeting card -- someone who they probably can't stand anyway.
By filling up our calendars with silly, third-rate holidays, card conglomerates are trivializing the few holidays that used to actually have some significance. And
besides that, they're killing the crazy idea that someone
might actually want to do something nice for someone
else on a regular day, rather than being mindlessly
forced to punch a timecard at regular intervals. Think
about it: couples are more or less required to give each
other gifts on anniversaries, birthdays, Valentine's Day
and Sweetest Day. And if one party should happen to let
any of these days slip by, he or she is accused of not being romantic or not caring.
But is that what being romantic is all about: fulfilling
contractual obligations? Couldn't it have something to do
with spontaneously showing someone you care just because you feel like doing it? Or maybe doing something
nice just to cheer them up? But having all these obligations to fulfill during the year makes "romantic" things
not romantic at all, but boring routine, and takes away
the desire to anything special on the off days.
The News would like everyone on campus to join us in
not observing this year's Sweetest Day. Don't send
cards, don't send flowers, don't take anyone out to eat or
buy them any kind of present. Instead, wait until the
next time you happen to think about how much they
mean to you - whether it's next week or in six months ~
t and then spring all this romantic stuff on them at once.
And until then, have a happy... Saturday.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permisssion of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writers name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph subscriptions.
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one who poured pop on a Christian speaker's head on Sept.
13 of last year, but unlike the
speaker that was here last week,
"Bible" Jim Webber (the one who
My, my, my, things sure are
got a pop bath) was blatantly,
getting a little bit touchy on camvulgarly, and purposely offendpus as of late. In the past week or
ing and harrassing various stuso we've had Christian speakers
dents.
on campus, an "obscene" t-shirt
The speaker who was here last
controversy, as well as a lots of
week, however, did nothing more
other exciting events ... if you
know where to look.
than speak about his religious
I've gotten the chance to oborientation and why other people
serve many - but not all mind
should subscribe to his world
you - of these events unfolding,
view.
hence allowing me the liberty to
Did he avoid some of the quesdiscuss such events in an open
tions people asked him? Yes. Was
forum.
he a biased source of informaFor you see, I've had the
tion? Hell yes. Do I believe what
chance to ponder these pressing
he was saying to be true? Not
Issues, and I think I've finally
really. Did he have a right to say
found the root and solution to all
what he said? Last time I checked
of these campus crises.
the U.S. Constitution he did.
Some people need to learn
But the four chumps who spent
when to shut up.
their time hassling him didn't
Now I'm not saying that people
have the right to sit there and atshouldn't speak-up when there's
tempt to belittle him. I've got to
a problem with something, but
applaud the guy for not taking
c'mon people, think before you trying to drag everyone from the the sticks they were holding and
speak.
NTSA to the The BG News to the shoving them down their throats.
For example, we have the "F~ President of this University into
But perhaps the best example
YOU, I'M NOT SORRY" t-shirt an issue that obviously involved of people who need to shut-up are
ordeal. In case you only read the no one else but her.
the exceeding number of profesnewspaper on Thursdays, let me
Or then we have those four sors at BGSU who go out of their
fill you in on the issue.
jack-asses who thought that they way to prove their superiority in
A student wore a shirt that said were being really funny by anta- the classroom by publicly humi"F-- YOU, I'M NOT SORRY" on gonizing the Christian speaker liating their students.
I know that It's a power trip to
it to class, and another student who was on campus last week.
Now before anybody else says have a Ph.D. and all, but do you
wrote a letter to The News saying
that this was distracting her anything, let me set the record think that your oh-so-wonderful
learning, and was possibly even a straight right now: Yes, I was the PhD. Is thick enough to cushion
Power corrupts. Absolute
power corrupts absolutely.
-Voltaire

violation of her student rights.
Much as the wearer of the shirt
reiterated in a letter to the editor
Tuesday, it was the observer's
own fault for allowing herself to
be distracted when she could
have easily ignored it or moved
to a different seat rather than

Aaron
Weisbrod

your ass from my foot?
I hate to tell you this, but literally anybody with enough time
and/or money can get a Ph.D.
Granted it's not the easiest process in the world, but like I said,
given the proper resources, anybody can do it.
All a Ph-D. means is that you're
a doctor of the given philosophy,
and as a friend of mine recently
said, "All that means is that you're a doctor of your own opinion."
Big fat hairy deal.
I guess that means that I technically have a Ph-D. too! Ah, the
power ... I can feel it surging
through my very existence! I am
one of the elite! I am important! I
am better than everybody else!
Worship me! Worship me!
Oops, sorry about that. You
know how power corrupts and
all.
Now listen, I'm not saying that
we shouldn't speak-up if we find
something offensive, nor am I
saying that we shouldn't question
people who claim to have all the
answers, nor am I saying that all
people with Ph-D.'s are powerhungry tyrants.
What I'm saying is this: Learn
some respect. If you don't like
someone's shirt, don't look at it.
If you don't like what someone is
saying, walk away. If some jerk
is trying to pull a power-trip on
you, let his and/or her superiors
know.
Believe it or not, it's that easy.
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Parties debate budget cuts
Jason Sonensheln
College Democrats
Both parties agree that we
must work toward a balanced
budget, but there are fundamental differences in how they seek
to achieve this goal.
The propsosed Republican
budget balances the budget in
seven years, but does so at great
cost to senior citizens, working
families, and students. The Democratic plan takes 10 years to
balance the budget, while
protecting federal programs
such as Medicare, student aid,
and the Earned Income Tax
Credit.
The Republican budget calls
for deep cuts In Medicare, which
would require an average senior
citizen to pay $1,028 more per
year by 2002.
In Ohio alone, more than 1.6
million medicare enrollees would
see their premiums rise. The
state of Ohio would lose $9 billion
In Medicare funding over the
next seven years.
Clinton's budget would cut
Medicare by less than half as
much as the Republican budget
would. Under Clinton's budget,
Medicare beneficiaries would
incur no new expenditures and
the Medicare Trust Fund would
remain solvent through at least
2005.
Under the Republican plan,
four million college students
would each pay up to $3,000. In
Ohio alone, more than 200,000
students would see their college
costs rise.
President Clinton's plan would
preserve education expenditures, including AmeriCorps and
other student aid, and would provide for a $10,000 education tax
deduction.
The Republican budget calls
for a $20,000 tax cut for the top 1
percent of taxpayers. This tax
cut would cost the rest of us $630

billion over the next 10 years.
Meanwhile, the Republicans seek
to raise taxes on more than 12
million working families. This
means that nearly 400,000 working families in Ohio would each
pay an average of $1473 more in
taxes over the next seven years.
President Clinton's budget,
however, calls for a $500 per
child tax cut for middle class families, a $10,000 tax deduction
for education and preservation of
the Earned Income Tax Credit.
The Republican plan would
also have a severe negative impact on the economy, slowing economic growth and raising
unemployment to over 8.5 percent, according to WEFA, a top
national economic forecaster.
Clinton's presidency, however,
has resulted in more than six million new jobs over the past two
years.
The choice is clear: a Republican proposal that would raise
taxes on working families, cut
benefits for senior citizens and
college students, cut taxes for
the top 1 percent of taxpayers
and wreak havoc on our economy, or a Democratic plan that
protects senior citizens, working
families and college students
while still achieving the goal of a
balanced budget.
Brad Even
College Republicans
For the first time in over 40
years there is a group in Congress that Is doing exactly what It
said It would do. This group happens to be the Republicans of the
104th Congress, the first Republican majority to grace the halls
of Congress In 40 years. Led by
Newt Gingrich, the Republicans
made a pact (a. k.a. "The Contract
With America") to clean up the
House, to make the processes of
the House more open, and to fix
die mess that the liberal Democrats have made of this country.
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Let's get one thing straight.
Our Constitution dictates that the
U.S. House controls the "purse-strings" of the country. The
Democrats have ignored the
problem of the deficit and the
Republicans, now in control in
the House, are working hard to
fix this enormous problem. The
two biggest areas of the conflict
have been In Medicare and education.
The trustees of Medicare said
the program would be bankrupt
In seven years. So, the Republicans took the necessary steps to
strengthen the program, reduce
fraud and cut waste, and they reduced the rate of increase in allocated funds.
After hearing of this plan the
Democrats began a campaign of
scare tactics aimed at the American people. They called the
measures Draconian and
mean-spirited. They fabricated
stories on how middle and lowincome individuals would be
kicked out of nursing homes and
would not be able to afford health
care. These allegations and others that people would be left
without health care are simply
not true. Republicans are working to Improve the Medicare program and keep it solvent for the
future generation of this country.
According to the Republicans
education policy, more loans will
be available next year than ever
in the history of the program g rising from 6.6 million loans to
7.1 million loans. The interest
that every one seems to be worried about paying is going to
amount to a whopping nine dollars per month, and students will
not have to pay this interest until
after the six-month grace period
Is over.
It is an outrage that the Democrats have sunken to the depths
that they have. They are losing
the war on every front so they
are now trying to divert attention
from their incompetence by

i

launching a scare campaign
against the student loan program! Education is at the heart of
the Republican philosophy. We
believe in the stimulation of excellence, in realizing the hidden
talents of young people, in giving
them the skills and knowledge
they need to pursue the path in
life which they choose.
There is simply no rational
basis for the brunt of their contentions. The truth of the matter
Is that the facts are the side of
the Republicans! The GOP plan
to balance the budget will benefit
all Americans and retain ~ if not
increase - many of the programs
that the Democrats are alleging
that we are cutting. We would
strongly encourage the Democrats to stop wasting their time
scaring college students and try
to come up with a plan of their
own. It is really easy to make
cheap shots when you have nothing to stand on yourself.
There is proof of the Democrats incompetence in the quasibudget proposal given to the
Congress by President Clinton.
Let's review the President's last
few budget proposals. In 1993,
the President passed the biggest
tax Increase in the history of the
United States. While Clinton remains steadfast against tax cuts
he falls to recognize that responsible tax cuts in the 1980s actually generated an increase In revenues to the U.S. Treasury
through economic stimulation.
The President also claims that
his budget will balance the budget in 10 years. However, the
GAO reported that in 10 years,
following Clinton's budget, the
deficit will be In the ballpark of
$300 bil lion. This figure Is as high
as the budget deficits this country experienced when the Democrats controlled Congress during
the 1980s. With the Republicans
now In control in Washington we
are finally going to clean up our
"House."
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GENDER

Aftermath

Campus

Continued from page one.
re going to do this time is go back
and see if we can come up with a
way of determining whether or
not there Is an Issue."
MacKlnnoD-Slaney said she
stands by the findings of the faculty committee.

rn > -r-

"I really do still stand by the
data the gender equity committee compiled. We used the data
that we received from the office
of the Vice President for Academic Affairs," MacKinnon-S-

Food for sale
Hungry students will
have the chance to be fed
today thanks to the World
Student Association. Snacks
and baked goods will be on
sale at the Education building between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.
Proceeds from the sale
will go to the BG Food Pantry.

faculty perspective. When you
have somebody who listens carefully, that's a big help."
She said she hopes the issue
can be addressed soon.
"I know that Dr. Ribeau is trying to address the reports that
are on the table and that he
MacKlnnon-Slaney said work- received from the previous ading with Ribeau should make the ministration, so he can resolve
sensitive issue easier to ap- these issues and move on with his
adgenda," MacKinnon-Slaney
proach.
"Dr. Ribeau has a very collabo- said. "Faculty will not be satisrative way of operating. He is fied until those are addressed in
open to information," MacKin- a manner that is satisfying to all
non-Slaney said. "He's open to parties."
laney said. "By the time the two
reports were compiled, the other
committee's results were about
the same as the gender equity
committee I think it was the
interpretations that were
different"

CLAUSE
Continued from page one.

UAO sponsors trip
to Chicago
The University Activities
Organization is sponsoring
a trip to Chicago from Nov.
10 to 12.
The cost will be $119 for
two nights at the Holiday
Inn City Center and transportation. The cost of the
trip is bursarable.
For more information call
the UAO office at 372-2343.

Doun Mllli/APFhoto

Refuse flics during the clanup from Monday's Million Man
March Tuesday on Capitol Hill. A crowd officially estimated at
400,000 attended the rally.

Basketball officiating class offered

NATIONAL Weather
The AccuWeaTtier'* forecast fof noon. Thursday. Oct 19.

The Wood County Officials Association will sponsor a basketball officiating
class beginning Oct. 24.
Topics will include
National Federation Rules
and Ohio High School Bylaws. All materials wil be
supplied.
Interested officials
can contact Daryl Long
(655-3213.
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means that the legislation goes
into effect immediately after I
sign it instead of 30 days after
the legislation has been passed."
Hoffman said the use of the
emergency clause was not a
problem until a case about zoning
land for the construction of Best
Buy was passed quickly by city
council.
City council president Joyce
Kepke said the council did not
reduce the number of times the
legislation was read.
"There were public hearings
that gave an opportunity for public input," Kepke said. "At the
time we voted and added the
clause, we thought we had a
buyer."
Kleismit said that the council
used their best judgments at the
time.

John
Travolta

Fall fashion show
coming

"We tried to do something
quickly because we thought we
had a client moving in on the
land," said Todd Kleismit, Ward
One city councilman.
However, democratic mayoral
candidate Jack Hartman said rezoning land is not an emergency
and opposes the use of the clause
except in bona fide emergencies.
"Passing an emergency clause
prevents the people to petition,
and it forces a vote on the subject," Hartman said. "The emergency clause prevents citizens
from having a referendum and it
takes away citizens' rights.
"I think it is a poor judgment of
city council and the mayor. I
think the mayor has failed to
exercise his veto power. The
mayor had opportunities to veto
the rezoning."
Hartman said Hoffman is not
doing a good job of defending the

Olivia
Newton-John

interest of neighborhoods.
Hoffman said Hartman would
run into problems if he, as
mayor, tried to veto emergency
clauses.
"Hartman needs to know that
one cannot veto just the clause
but the whole piece of legislation," Hoffman said.
The rezoning of the Best Buy
land is on hold in the Wood
County Common Pleas court.
While use of the emergency
clause was excessive in the past,
Hoffman said it has decreased
quite a bit recently.
For example, an ordinance was
passed using an emergency
clause at Monday's council meeting to begin bids to install a canopy for the waste water treatment plant.
Kleismit said city council only
enacts the clause when it is
necessary.

OCTOBER 20,21
111 OLSCAMP
8:00,10:00,12:00
$2.00

FRONTS:

The Fashion Merchandising Assocation will be presenting their annual fall
fashion show on Sunday,
November 5 at 2:00 p.m.
The show will be held at the
Woodland Mall
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GODFATHER II
OCTOBER 19,9PM

Try to study on the weekends

HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!
FRIDAY VS. OHIO, 7:00 PM AND SATURDAY VS. MIAMI, 4:00 PM GO FALCONS!
AY ZIGGY Zl AY ZIGGY Zl AY ZIGGY Zl AY ZIGGY Zl AY ZIGGY Zl AY ZIGGY Zl
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The Brothers of
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THETA CHI
Proudly Announce their Fall 1995
Pledge Class

0X

Rick Amborski
Brad Beleski
John Bennett
Steve Bjorn
Brandon Caudill
Ryan Deericks
Mike Hunter
Brian Kendrick

Steve Marhs
Terry McClernon
Shawn Monnolly
Zach Moore
Steve Nizio
Josh Penix
Mike Potirakis

Sean Rigo
Wes Rodenberg
Nate Ruyan
Matt Todd
Eric Vachon
Scott Smith
Erin Wittman
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THE "BATTLE OF NORTHWEST OHIO"!

HOMECOMING PEP RALLY
?<«*

Oct 19, 1995 at the field between Olscamp &
Student Services parking lot.

*%*9

Join the football team, fall sports teams, Pomeretts, Pep Band
Freddy & Freida Falcon and the 1995 Homecoming King & Queen
. Candidates as we pump up Falcon Spirit for the big game!

'***
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FREE RAFFLE for: Spring Break trip - Portable Discman,
Campus films Movie Passes, Papa Johns free pizza certificates &
much more.

'OQ

t\l£

Raffle tickets given out at VOTING booths & SALES
booths in Union Foyer and at the Pep Rally!
/j^
'*«
For more info call 2-7164 or 2-2343
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DELTA ZETA
Homecoming '95
Jennifer S. & Scott
Betsy & Matt
Diana & Jason
Angie J. & Jeff
Angie Z. & Darin
Jamie & Jeff
Elizabeth & Rich
Ellen & Josh
Lisa & Mike
Shawntel & Erik
Kristen & Chris

Jeni & Brandon
Leah & Bill
Jill & Bob
Chris & Dan
Heather & Jeff
Kristen & Bachelor #1
Missy & Bachelor #2
Nicole & Matt
Jennifer & Jay
Tabi & Keith
Beth & Greg

Patty & Bob
Melissa & Michael
Ruth Ann & Rick
Kerrie & Travis
Jen C. & Tony
Jodi & Gene
Tina & John
Candy & Cio
Kim M. & Brian
Pooh & Pee
Steph & Greg

Escape To The Lake!
Students...You are the 12th man! Go BG!

fDidyou get your fioriey aSiveetesfDaypresm^yet?]
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"Horseback Riding is for Lovers!"
• Trail Rides & pony Rides
• Riding Lessons
• Small Group Discounts Available
• Open through November!
Open Tue»-Sun - RESERVATION NECESSARY - 353-5403
.13596 W. Kramer Rd. (1 mile sooth ol Rt. 6. where 25 * 6 meet)

• Necklaces
*14 Carat
• Diamonds

Bracelets
Watches
Fashion Rings

LOWEST PRICES IN BG!!

BRING YOUR DATE TO

Sweetest Day Special

192 S. Main
St.BowlingGreen

PRIME RIB AND A BOTTLE
of Champagne for two:

$30.00
In addition to regular menu
items and other specials
163 S. Main
352-2595
FAX 353-5210
Downtown BG

352-1646
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This Saturday • Oct. 21
Rent&tifca Ami tspwM ummiz
DON'T PANIC!
Wt HAVE

EVERYTHING
YOU NEED FOR
SWEETEST DAY!
COME TO
PACKAGES PLUS

?

Packages plus...

Cants and Gtllsaiui more

353-8381

RAILROAD

£ tMRpetf *> *>ow dMoi

Bouquets and
Single Flowers
Always Available
And
For More Great
Gift Ideas
Call

'.\C fwia'QCo inc

Have You Told Her Lately?
If you haven't, here's a gift that will say it lor you
It spells

Each letter contributes to the unique design of this
hand-crafted pendant by J a C Ferrara.
We have it in two sizes.
In Sterling Stiver priced from
$21.00
In Vermeil priced from
....$24.95
Mon-Wed
Tterndsy
Fitter
Saturday

All on matching chains.
10-5:30
10-7 om Wrap No Charge £* "-***m »«•
10-6
353-6691
10-440
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tf<zidcvt @catci

906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowline) Green • 353-8381
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 5:30; Sat. 8 to 4; Sun. Noon to 4
'Northmst Ohio's Moot Complete Florlcullural Shopping Experience
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BG Hospital Zone For A-Bomb Attack
Civil Defense to use campus as medical center
By Jeffery Osoff
at the University, has
The Ohio Civil
been appointed to head
Defense Administration,
realizing that one hydro- the unit at Bowling
Green.
gen bomb is equal to 10
The University, in
million tons of TNT, and
its
function
as an emerfully recognizing the
gency
hospital,
will have
devestation and destrucfacilities
ready
to
use
tion which can be caused
within 48 hours of notifiby such a bomb, has
cation of an emergency.
designated Bowling
Green State University as At the present time, there
are 1,975 beds ready to
an evacuation hospital
use. The University
area in case of atomic
hospital, which is now
warfare.
functioning as a clinic,
The CD
could easily be converted
Admistration feels that
Toledo would be a target into an efficient operating
hospital.
in case of enemy attack.
The kitchen faciliIn this respect they have
ties
of
the
University
determined that any area
.4ould be converted to
0-4 miles from Toledo
serve about 20,000 meals
would be completely
destroyed and 75 percent a day in stew or casserole
of the people in that area capacity. Perhaps most
important is that the
would be killed, a 12-16
University has about
mile area would suffer
120,000 square feet, of
slight damages and only
which
40,000 are immedi1 percent casualties.
ately
available
to store
Bowling Gree, at a dismedical
supplies
or
tance of 25 miles from
temporarily assemble
Toledo, is felt to be a
relatively safe distance to evacuees.
The CD administransport evacuees and
tration
has already
wounded from the Toshipped
about 35 tons of
ledo area.
materiel
to the UniverChief William
sity.
Rohrs, director of Safety

A typical collegiate craze hit the BG campus this yearas Bowling Green stores were besieged by
University students wanting hula hoops. A contest and even a dance commemorated this newest of
events. Ray Bennett is showing the necessary pelvic skills to two coeds, Kathy Phillips and Sue Stead.
Seems that the secret was not only discovered by these three, but by many other students as well. Each
TOUSC on the row sported many such talented artists.

Fire Ruins One Room in Williams Hall Sunday
Fire destOryed the
belongings of three
Williams Hall residents
Sunday morning as theri
room was gutted by a
blaze that threatened the
entire building. The
cause of the blaze has yet
to be determined. Williams Hall is a dormitory
for freshman men.
The fire alarm was
sounded at approximately 9:30, shortly after
George Prime noticed

smoke pouring out from
underneath the door.
Breaking through the
locked door, other residents found the room to
be unoccupied, but
smoke and flames engulfed it. Apparently,
the blaze had started
underneath a bed against
the east wall.
Bowling Green
firemen worked for
nearly 40 minutes to get
the situation under

control, and the fire was
contained to the one
room. However, M.E.
Instone, fire chief, said
the top floor, and probably the whole building,
was saved because the
doors were closed, presenting dangerouns
drafts.
Living in the room
were Paul Vish, Leslie
Evairaitt, and Steve
Hupcey.
The only damage

(

to the rest of the hall was
smoke damage and water
on the floors. Residents in
the other six rooms were
forced to find
accomodations elsewhere.
The majority living on the
floor were given clean
sheets and blankets and
had the task of removing
smoke stains with everybody else on the floor.
President
MacDonald said the University would cover any
damages.

4,000 Alumni Expected Vincent Price To Be Here Saturday

At 35th Homecoming
The welcome mat will be spread for 3,000 to 4,000 alumni this weekend as
the University prepares for its biggest homecoming in its history, according to
President Mac Donald.
The Univeristy 34th annual homecoming will be highlighted by a football
gmae against Marshall University and two dances sponsored by the Sophomore
Class.
Homecoming activites will get underway tonight with an aerial bomb
signaling the start of festivities. The parade, which will be led by the cheerleaders
and the band, will start at Prout Hall and pick up at the various dorms and
houses. The group will then proceed to the Stadium where a pep rally will be
held.
Both the men's and the women's gyms will be decorated with a "Welcome
Alumni" theme for the Saturday night dance, according to Delight Thompson,
chairman of the decorations committee. Jack Clark will provide the music in the
women's gym while Dave Phiels will provide entertainment for the men's gym.
The Homecoming Queen and her court will be presented in the men's gym
during intermission ceremonies at 10:30 p.m. At that time, she will be presented
with a gold necklace. Each attendant will receive an engraved bracelet, according
to Glenn van Wormer, chairman of the Homecoming Committee.
Each attendant will be given an engraved bracelet.
The University Marching Band will present pre-game and halftime shows.
The pregame show will welcome Marshall and Univerisity alumni.
The numbers will include "Don't Be Cruel," "Happy Birthday," and
"Rock-a-Bye Baby."

17Novl959
Vincent Price will
perform Three American
Voices at 8:15 Sunday,
Nov. 22 in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union.
This will be the
third in a series of features presented by the
Artists' Series Committee.
Ticket for this
event will be available
today at the business
office in the Ad. Building
and at the information
desk at the University
Union. Admission for
University Students is
ten cents and for all
others $1.75.
Three American
Voices is a dramatic
platform about three
giants of American literature, art and drama: Walt
Whitman, James McNeill
Whistler and Tennessee

Williams.
Mr. Price is well
known to motion picture
and stage audiences as a
distinguished actor who
can play both romantic
and villainous leads with
equal facility.

Films Mr. Price
has appeared in include
"Song Of Bernadette,M
"Keys of the Kingdom,"
"The Baron of Arizona,"
"Champagne for Caeser"
and the famous horror
film "The House of Wax."
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Association bridges cultures
Andrea Wood
The BC News
Using community service and
campus programming, the World
Student Association is building
bridges to understanding for international and American students.
For many years the WSA has
provided international students
the opportunity to learn about
campus involvement while educating other students about their
homelands.
Bonny Siswadi, junior finance
major, spoke at a recent WSA
event about his family and experiences in his homeland, Indonesia Siswadi has been a member
for three years.
"[WSA] is a good idea," Siswadi
said. "I'm glad if I can promote
my home country. Most people
don't know where Indonesia is."
The WSA organizes several
events for international students
to speak about their native coun-

International students get
involved through program
tries and audience members are
given the opportunity to ask
questions.
Mike Fisch, a student in the
College Student Personnel Program and a adviser of the WSA,
said the organization provides a
setting for students to learn
about each other outside of the
classroom by providing events
such as cultural encounters, international dinners and community education programs.
"There are two major shocks
when people listen to [international students]," Fisch said.
"One is that they are so different,
and the second is that they are so
similar."
Fisch added that many American students may know only what
they see and hear on the news
when it comes to foreign lands.

"The buzz words "diversity*
and 'cultural understanding'
have become so overused they
seem to not have any meaning
anymore," Fisch said. "To actualBy putting a face on the issues, ly hear a person speak of their
students learn about the people experience creates legitimate
affected by what they see in the meaning."
Yao Kang, a freshman popular
media.
culture major, is a native of
China and spoke recently at a
WSA event called "Cup of Culture," which takes place each
Tuesday.
Kang fielded questions from
the audience, addressing population control in China, industrialization, politics and
higher education.
"I'm very interested in multicultural studies and mutual understanding between countries,
especially China and the U.S.,"
Kang said.

"There are two major
shocks when people
listen to
[international
students]. One is that
they are so different,
and the second is that
they are so similar."
Mike Fisch

ATTENTION EVERYONE

iVet T-Shirt Contest
Thursday, October 26
ddo Bikini Contest
Details Coming Soon!

■ On Oct. 13, an employee of
the Jerome Library told University police that someone had removed light bulbs and a metal
cover from the third floor restroom. The circuit scallawag was
at first thought to be the electrician, but he never returned to fix
the problem.

IT MAKES GOOD CENTS
TO DONATE PLASMA
PLASMA IS XEEDED
IMMEDIATELY:

• Giving
Plasma is
completely

Sera-Tee
Biologicals

sterile and
safe.

Limited Partnership |
350 W. Woodruff Ave.

•

Toledo, Ohio 43624

for Plasma

ASK ABOUT OUR "FUND
RAISER" PROGRAM
FOR FRATERNITIES &
SORORITIES!

■ On the evening of Oct. 16,
campus police received a report
that a resident adviser in MacDonald East had smelled marijuana in one of the rooms. Upon
entry into the room, the officer
confiscated a baggy containing a
16th of an ounce of marijuana,
along with assorted paraphernalia Among the confiscated gear
was a roach clip with green and

BQ

00ML

white feathers, two metal and
plastic pipes and a red cardboard
box containing two glass bongs.
■ On Oct. 17, a University student reported to the campus
police that when he went to pick
up his car after it had been
towed, he noticed his parking decal was missing. The dissipated
decal was worth $30.
■ On the afternoon of Oct. 17,
University police received a report that the odor of marijuana
could be detected outside a room
in Conklin. When the officers got
to the alleged pot panorama, they
told the occupants of the room
that "someone was smoking marijauna and we are here to find out
who."

20,000

4yiA "~toof ^onr }Jt>mJ
WITH THE...
▲ SYMPHONIC BAND
▲ CONCERT BAND
A UNIVERSITY BAND
▲ ATHLETIC BAND

Shange's visit
promotes play
'For Colored Girls ..." addresses
African-American women's plight
Andrea Wood
The BC News
A prominent playwright will
present a poetry reading during
the University run of "For
Colored Girls, Who Have Considered Suicide/When the Rainbow is Enuf."
Ntozake Shange, well-known
poet, performer and novelist, will
discuss the change in her play,
which has been successful on
Broadway and internationally,
today at 2 p.m. to S p.m. in 113
Olscamp Hall.
The production won a Tony
nomination in 1977, marking the
second and last time an AfricanAmerican woman playwright has
won an award for a Broadway
play.
Shange herself performed in
the original version of "For
Colored Girls ...." Her awardwinning works address the experience of the African American
woman, and have made Shange a
very distinguished black writer.
University professor and director Lundeana Thomas said the

production does not preach or
point a finger, it is a representation of what colored women
have been through.
"Many have said 'Isn't this
male-bashing?' I see it as women
who tell what they've been
through, and now they're here,
and can go further," Thomas
said.
The production is not in traditional play format. There is no
set plot or named characters, it is
a choreopoem. This format involves a weaving of poems,
songs, dances, dialogues, and
narratives, it provides the
framework for eight lives of
eight African American women.
Kimberly Williams, sophomore
ethnic studies major, is one of
eight students performing in the
University's production of "For
Colored Girls ..." Williams said
her main concern is wanting
people to understand the situations of African American women. The experiences portrayed in
"For Colored Girls ..." are very
real, according to Williams.

There is a

cash reward

255-6772

Siswadi also spoke at Cup of

adviser of the WSA Culture about his family life.

Hilt photo/The BCNewi

Pictured are the eight-woman Bowling Green cast of "For Colored
Girls _." They are Tara Andrews, a senior criminology major, Melissa
Antoinette Noune, a sophomore telecommunications major, Kimberly
Williams, a sophomore ethnic studies major, Vida Jamllle Posey and
Stacey Morrison, both graduate students In theater, Jacl Caprice
Clark, a first-year psychology major, Danielle Bobo, a sophomore
English major, and Terre Holmes, a senior theater major.

Donations!

SAVC IIVCS, CRRM MONCV

WE NEED
ALL TYPES!
Bring in this ad
for a $5 bonus on
your first
donation!

All students are welcome to participate in any of
these ensembles. If interested, please contact:
Bonnie Bess, Secretary, Band Activities
College of Musical Arts
Moore Musical Arts Center, Room 1010
(419)372-2186
First organizational meeting for
Athletic Band - 7 p.m., Sunday, October 29
Kelly Rehearsal Hall, Room 1012, MMAC
CREDIT AVAILABLE - NONMUSIC MAJORS WELCOME!

FALCON HOCKEY CONFERENCE SATURDAY VS. MICHIGAN STATE!
ASSURE YOURSELF ADMISSION...PICK UP A TICKET TODAY AT MEMORIAL HALL!

BEFORE THE SUNGOES AWAY..

—-v
|^

Tee- Time*

JL+t

Py^Ss 352-5546 >^Tti

Last chance to
get a higher score!

6

PRESENT... p.

Kaplan gives you

FUN!

• live classes
• a training library
• home study materials
• extra-help workshops
• software and on-line helo sessions
• real LSArs for practice
Kaplan will create an indrviduaiu.ea study
plan that targets your needs.

Get psyched for homecoming.
Stock up for those tailgate
parties & WLNi
Purchase any Frlto-Lay Item to enter for a
chance to win one of several cool prizes!
•Prizes will be drawn daily from October
15 until October 21.
Umlt one entry par parson par visit. No purchase necessary.

Laat etaaa M0M OCT. 21,1995

Try to study on the weekends

KAPLAN
(

(

CONVEINCE STORES

TARGETED TRAINING
Is the most customized, flexible
approach to LSATatudy ever.

1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

Mention Ad When Calling!
Students And Faculty Only!

CfflLY' S &
GT EXPRESS

Have A Safe Halloween
<i

%J
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FOOD TOWN IS PROUD TO SPONSOR THIS
WEEKEND'S HOMECOMING GAME!
06to& mo4t

^united nivaOiietf

B.G. Falcons

LJ.T. Rockets

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21

GAME TIME: 1:00 P.M.

Homecoming Weekend! It's a time to gettogether with former classmates and friends,
and to see all the changes on the BGSU
campus! Have a great weekend!

%

VEA
TAILGATE PARTY! *■«»•»-*
WHY NOT

1080 SOUTH MAIN ST.

tyou U fad emtftkwfy (fou needat(fom Swtitty (fiem ^ood lomt!

2 Liter Coke
Limit 2 with
$10.00
purchase.

79

Food Town Chips

Deli Fried Chicken

7

SAVE 20c

PEPSI

12 oz., 24 pack

^$099

SAVE $1.00

FROM OUR DEU...
SPRINGBROOK FARMS

SLICED TURKEY
BREAST

$-199

1

With $10.00 purchase. Limit 1 SAVE $1.01

7-LP,
RCor
DIET RITE
2 Liter Bottle

99

c

99

SAVE $2.00

FRESH SOUP &
SALAD RAR

1

$-199

Lb.

SAVE 70c

-• >» »**
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Eppler Complex rededicated Interfraternity
Facility open for HPER students,
Council
raises
faculty after Saturday ceremony
GPA standard

will be named in honor of longtime faculty members at 10 a.m.
and 10:30 a.m. A learning reHomecoming is not the only source center will be named for
thing happening Saturday. The Mary A. Watt, a leader in physiUniversity will rededicate the cal education. Also, a dance stuGertrude M. Eppler Complex dio will be named for Mary E.
during ceremonies beginning at 9 Whitney, a nationally recognized
am.
instructor of dance.
The three-building complex
After the ceremonies, rewill open for the use of faculty freshments will be available and
and students in the School of tours will be given.
Health, Physical Education and
Speakers for the ceremony
Recreation.
said they are excited about the
Mary Ann Robertson, director opening of the complex.
of the School of Health, Physical
"[The new complex] will give a
Education and Recreation, will good working environment for
preside over the ceremonies.
faculty, a pleasant place for stuJack Laskey, president of the dents to go and it will get all the
University Board of Trustees; HPER people under one roof,"
Sidney Ribeau, president of the Laskey said. "We want to create a
University; Les Sternberg, dean healthy environment that will
of the College of Education and promote a lifetime of learning
Allied Professions; and Richard and you need a proper environBowers, director of the recrea- ment to do that."
tional sports program will be giv"The overall facility is a much
ing remarks.
better teaching facility," SternTwo rooms within the building berg said. "It has lots of laboraJennifer Schab
The BC News

Genell Pavellch
The BC News

The Eppler Complex will be rededicated Saturday as part of the
Homecoming Weekend festivities.
tory and classroom space."
'• [The complex] is really a student-friendly facility," Sternberg said.
The ceremony is open to the
public, and Bowers advised that
people go to the ceremony.
"Take a tour of the facilities
and see what changes have been
made," Bowers said. "People will
be surprised by the sophistication of equipment in the building."
The complex was built as a result of the Depression Era's
Works Progress Administration
in the late 1920's and early

1930's. During those years, Eppler was in charge of the women's division of the Department
of Health and Physical Education
from its inception in 1943 until
her retrirement in 1969.
In 1979, the complex needed
refurbishing but recession and
tight budgets postponed the
SiO-million renovation almost IS
years.
In 1981, the complex was dedicated to Eppler in its first dedication ceremony, which Eppler, at
age 75, attended.

WELFARE
Continued from page one.

children.
"Children are everyone's responsibility," she added.
Roger Anderson, associate
professor of political science,
said there are a variety of
different circumstances as to
why mothers are on welfare.

"For example, the parents may
split up and no money may be
available to raise the child," Anderson said. "Or young mothers
may be thrown out of their
houses and have no way of receiving any money at all."
Anderson said if the govern-

ment cuts off the money, it puni- hurt the child - someone has to
shes the child rather than the support it," he said.
mother. Prevention is the an"Cutting off support is no soluswer, he said.
"We need to prevent a second tion," Berry said. "Women and
pregnancy - our system doesn't children are going to suffer and
have very good mechanisms for the real problem won't be
enforcing the policy. It will only solved."

The University's Interfraternity Council voted Monday night to
raise the GPA required to participate in intramural sports from
2.1 to 2.25.
The new GPA
guidelines will
go into effect
next fall, according to
Brian Perry,
IFC vice president for internal affairs.
In the past,
members who
did not have
the required GPA could participate in study tables during the
first two waves of intramural
sports and then they could participate in the third wave of sports.
With the new vote, study tables
will be offered by IFC for all
three waves of sports and members who need to raise their GPA
can participate in the sports, as
long as they are attending the
study tables.
Trey Bickett, IFC scholarship
chairman, said passing the bill
will help demonstrate the importance of academics since the
main reason most students are at
the University is to get an education.

We have the lowest
coffee and espresso prices in town!

"I felt that the 2.1 cumulative
GPA was a rather negative reflection on IFC and the Greek
system as a whole," he said.
"This will help give the Greek
system a more positive image
with the emphasis on scholarship
and academics."
Bickett said the proposal had
been brought up both semesters
last year, but had been turned
down. The proposal passed this
year with a vote of 36 for and 11
against.
"I think the fraternities that
didn't vote for this bill will benefit, even if they don't realize it
yet," he said.
The fraternities may be affected in different ways by the new
requirements for playing intramural sports.
Jason Bristol, vice president
for Beta Theta Pi fraternity, said
the vote is a step in the right
direction because most of the
fraternities were founded on
scholarship and that should be
their main focus.
Chris Lynch, vice president for
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,
also said their fraternity agreed
with the vote.
"We totally supported it 100
percent," he said.
Lynch said the increase in the
GPA requirement will not really
affect their fraternity though,
because they have always required a 2.25 GPA for members
to participate in intramurals.
Rob Rinto, IFC vice president
for rush, said the vote shows the
importance of academics to the
Greek system.
"This sends the message to
students that the fraternity
system is serious about grades,"
he said.
Bickett said in the past, there
has been more concern with athletics, but by the passage of this
bill the image of fraternities
should improve.

USG Wants You To Meet
The President!
President Bill Clinton will be at the Union
Oval at The Ohio State University on Friday,
October 20th at approximately 3:30p.m.

THE RAID

•J7
STUDENT

The president will be speaking on economic
concerns facing the Midwest. Thousands of
students will be participating in what is hoped
to be the largest display of support from
students for Federal Funding for Financial Aid.
BGSU students may be given the opportunity to
voice their concerns following the President's
address.
We are calling on all students to make the trip
to Columbus and show your support for saving
our funding. We will be leaving the offices of
the Undergraduate Student Government at
10:00a.m. We will be able to provide some
transportation, but we will need those who can
drive.
Give us a call at the USG Offices, 372-8116 or
e-mail us at usg@bgnet.bgsu.edu

STOP THE RAID ON STUDENT AID!!!
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World Series to visit Cleveland
Lofton's steal
breaks M's spirit

Reality for
Tribe nasn't
set in yet

Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The task ahead
hasn't really sunk In yet. The
Cleveland Indians are champions
of the American League, and until they board that plane to Atlanta on Thursday night, that's all
that really matters.
"Right now, I'm not even thinking about Atlanta," manager
Mike Hargrove said in the
aftermath of the Indians' 4-0 victory in Seattle on Tuesday night,
which sent Cleveland to its first
World Series in 41 years. "If the
pressure is any more intense
than it was out there, I'm not sure
I want any part of it."
Hargrove, of course, wants
more than part of it. He, like the
rest of this championshipstarved city, wants it all.
The Indians were by far the
best team in baseball during the
regular season, the only team to
win 100 games in a season shortened to 144 games by the strike.
They led the AL in batting average and runs as well as ERA.
So Tuesday night's victory at
Seattle, which gave the Indians
the AL pennant, created bedlam
back home.
Fans waiting for the team's
charter to arrive at Cleveland
Hopkins Airport early Wednesday morning cheered for anything that moved.
The roared their approval for a
FedEx jumbo jet that trundled
down the taxiway.
They cheered for the U.S. Postal Service aircraft that followed.
They were gleeful when a garbage truck rolled by.
And when the Indians themselves arrived moments later?
"It's the greatest feeling
ever!" said Nick Keichel, 17, of
suburban Eastlake.
Their faces painted in Indians
red, white and blue, Keichel and
several friends were among the
thousands of fans who greeted

The AiMclafcd Press/Barry Sweet
The Cleveland Indians celebrate after beating the Seattle Mariners 4 0 to clinch the American League
Championship and a trip to the World Series.
the team's plane on the Hopkins thousands of people who can image.
"I remember the days when we
cargo ramp.
hardly believe it's really happenhad no chance to win," catcher
The city's enthusiasm is cer- ing in Cleveland.
tainly understandable.
"The city went from the dumps Sandy Alomar said. "Now we're
The Indians' magical season, and just jumped in front of going to the World Series. I can't
punctuated by Albert Belle's 50 everybody - jumped over every- believe it."
homers and Eddie Murray's body in one leap," said Dan
The Indians will face the
3,000th hit, helped call attention Kozel. 17, of Eastlake.
Braves in Atlanta on Saturday
to how much things have
Some of the Indians them- and Sunday. The best-of-7 series
changed in a city that once
served as America's favorite selves recall those gloomy days, moves to Cleveland next Tuesday
punchline. Now, Cleveland is as recently as four years ago, and Wednesday ~ and Thursday,
home to the AL champions, the when they were setting a fran- if needed. Games 6 and 7, if
sparkling new Rock and Roll Hall chise record for losses and con- needed, would be back in Atlanta.
of Fame, and hundreds of tributing to the city's sorry

CLEVELAND - You might
have to use the slow-motion or
frame-by-frame feature on your
VCR to catch it. That blur you see
rounding third and heading for
home - that'll be Kenny Lofton.
Bothered by a series of injuries
during the regular season, first
to his rib cage and later to his leg,
Lofton assured reporters this
week that he was healthy. As if to
prove it, he then scored all the
way from second base on a
passed ball that deflated Seattle
and sent Cleveland into the
World Series.
It was daring base-running, too
risky for most runners but an
excellent gamble for someone as
swift as Lofton, who scored 93
runs in 118 games this year.
In the six-game AL championship series with Seattle, Lofton
hit .458, helping the Indians
scratch out runs here and there
because their usually highpowered offense never kicked in
consistently.
"He made things really go for
them," Seattle manager Lou Piniella said. "Lofton had a great series. He was on base just about
every time you looked up."
Even at less than his best for
much of this year, Lofton still
managed to steal 54 bases for his
fourth consecutive AL stolenbase crown. He's only the second
person in AL history to lead the
league in steals each of his first
four seasons; Luis Aparicio did it
nine straight times from the start
of his career in 1956.
"I think that's basically a leadoff hitter's job, to get on base
and make things happen," Lofton
said. "That's whay I try to do."
The Mariners were well aware
of how disruptive Lofton can be.
In Tuesday night's clinching
game, Seattle starter Randy
Johnson sent him an early message - an 0-2 pitch that whistled
past Lofton's head, sending him

sprawling to the ground during
his first at-bat.
Lofton got the message, and he
struck out in that at-bat and again
in the third inning. But his
teammates helped him regain his
composure in time to drive in the
Indians' first run with a single in
the fifth.
"Some guys on the bench came
to me and said, 'Shake it off and
keep doing what you've been doing. You can get Randy, so just
stay in there,'" Lofton said. "After my second or third at bat, I
did that."
His speed didn't really become
a factor, though, until the eighth
inning. After Tony Pena led off
with a double, Lofton bunted
pinch-runner Ruben Amaro to
third and beat out the bunt for a
single.
Lofton stole second, putting
runners at second and third with
no outs and setting up a play that
will surely be replayed on the
VCRs of Indians fans for years to
come.
With the Indians clinging to a
1-0 lead, Johnson threw an outside pitch that ricocheted off
catcher Dan Wilson's glove and
bounced toward the Cleveland
dugout.
Amaro scored easily. What
Johnson and Wilson didn't realize, though, was that Lofton
never broke stride around third.
Wilson retrieved the ball, saw
what was happening and fired it
to Johnson, who was covering the
plate but didn't know Lofton was
sliding in beside him.
Amaro was as surprised as the
Mariners.
"I had no idea Kenny was coming," Amaro said. "All of a sudden I heard everybody screaming. I turned around, and there he
was. He must have been in 15th
gear. That was the biggest play
of the game. We went from one
run up to three runs up without
swinging the bat."

Hershiser enjoying
post-season success
Mariners 4-0 Tuesday night to
win the AL playoffs 4-2, and advance to the World Series, beginSEATTLE - For most of the ning Saturday night against the
Cleveland Indians, postseason Atlanta Braves.
The 37-year-old right-hander
success is something new. For
stymied the Mariners twice,
Orel Hershiser, It's routine.
Seven years after pitching the winning Games 2 and 5 with a
Los Angeles Dodgers to a cham- 1.29 ERA. In 14 innings, he alpionship, Hershiser was selected lowed two runs, nine hits, walked
the playoff MVP again as the In- three and struck out 15.
Hershiser said he was inspired
dians reached their first World
Series since 1954 with the help of watching the 40-year-old Dennis
Martinez shut out the Mariners
his two stellar performances.
"Hershiser was unbelievable," for seven innings in Game 6.
"I really do think that good
Indians second baseman Carlos
Baerga said. "He showed that's pitching breeds more good pitchI why he's one of the great pitch- ing. It's contagious," he said.
ers in this game."
"You get to watch the formula on
I The Indians beat the Seattle the mound. You get to see what
The Associated Press

hitters are having trouble with. It
gets to become a mental thing
with the hitter."
Hershiser, whose contract
calls for a $50,000 bonus for winning the award, became the first
player to be selected as the
playoff MVP in both leagues
since the AL and NL instituted
the awards in 1980.
Pitching for the Dodgers in
1988, Hershiser was even more
dominating. He had a win and a
save in the playoff victory over
the New York Mets, and beat the
Oakland Athletics twice in the
Dodgers' World Series triumph.

Fans honor Indians
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The city will
hold a pep rally at noon Friday to
cheer the Cleveland Indians as
they prepare for the World Series.
The Indians, who haven't been
to the World Series in 41 years,
won the American League
Championship Series on Tuesday
with a 4-0 victory over the Seattle
Mariners.
Friday's rally on Public Square
Is Intended to celebrate that victory and Inspire the Indians as
(hey tackle the Atlanta Braves,
Mayor Michael R. White said
Wednesday.
T

The series opens Saturday at
Fulton County Stadium in Atlanta.
"There is no stopping us now.
We have come a mighty long
way, through a lot of adversity,
for a mighty long time," White
said. "But now we stand on the
brink of doing what is so important to the team - what is so important to the community: winning the World Series."
Tentative plans call for network television weatherman Al
Roker ~ a former Cleveland
newscaster - to serve as master
of ceremonies. Other guests will
Include former Indians Andre
Thornton, Dave Pope and Joe

»

"There is no stopping
us now."
Michael White
Cleveland mayor

Charbonneau, and former Cleveland Buckeyes Willie Grace and
Sam Jethro.
The Buckeyes were the last in
a series of Negro League teams
to play in Cleveland, playing in
the 1945 and 1947 World Series
and winning in 1945.

>

Hlepholt/rktBGNewi
Falcon forward Jason Follebout challenges a Detroit player earlier this year at the BGSU/Kwlk Goal
Classic. The Falcons face the bulk of their MAC schedule In the upcoming weeks.

Soccer scores key goal
Scott Brown
The BC News

A score just before the halftime break made all the difference Wednesday for the Bowling Green soccer team.
Already holding a 1-0 lead
heading into the break, the Falcons cashed in a scoring opportunity with five seconds to go
and cruised on to a 3-1 win over
Cincinnati at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
Bowling Green stands 10-2-1
on the season heading into a
key MAC contest Sunday
against Miami.
Cincinnati is 5-9-1 on the
year.
The Falcons seemed sure to
head into intermission with
only the one goal lead after
missing many first half opportunities. But they kept on the
attack, and Jon Giganti converted with five seconds on the

clock that turned a tight 1-0
game into a comfortable 2-0
lead.

"It's that old
cliche, 'take one
game at a time'."
Mel Mahler
BC soccer head coach

The Bearcats would not pose
a serious threat after that.
"It's nice to get one with just
a few seconds on the clock,"
head coach Mel Mahler said.
"That took some wind out of
their sails, too."
"That really demoralized
them," said freshman Darren
Niles, a Perrysburg native who
had his first assist on Giganti's
goal.

The goal completed a first
half of missed opportunities on
the part of Bowling Green.
"We had come close before
that with great scoring opportunities," Mahler said. "It's
really important that the guys
see some reward for their hard
work. When you come and the
past two games we've had
some great scoring opportunities against Akron and Michigan State and we just missed
and we started that same trend
the first half."
Steve Klein got the Falcons
on the board at the 37S2 mark
when Steve Klein scored off a
corner kick from Jason Began.
Klein also had a hand in the
second goal Just before the
break.
Dan Klndl scored the Falcons' third goal at the 7&S1 '
See Soccer, page tan.
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Rugby wins three more
Brian Gibson
The BC News

This weekend was Just another
day at the office for the Bowling
Green rugby team -- three up and
three down as they retired the
order. That is not to say that the
Falcons didn't have to work for
the victories as they edged
Miami University 12-10, Ohio
State 11-6 and crushed the University of Cincinnati 29-5.
•The opposition will just keep
getting tougher, and there aren't
going to be anymore blowouts as
we edge closer to the Universities Cup in each week," stated
Falcon coach Roger Mazzarella.
"Our offense has kept us out of a
lot of trouble this season, but last
week the defense had to step up
and get the job done."
"Some clubs think we are a one
dimension team," added BG captain Dan Kelley. "They've forgotten, but we haven't, that this club
was founded on the 'big hit" defense. It's just that when we have
the ball 70 to 80 percent of the
game our defense tends to get
overlooked."
The Falcon defense had plenty

of opportunity to shine last
weekend as a muddy field and
slick ball slowed Bowling
Green's feared run-and-go
offense. Although Miami and
Ohio State had some success
shutting off BG's high scoring
backfield, for Cincinnati it was a
case of the Little Dutch Boy and
the dike - too many holes and not
enough fingers to plug them up.
The match against the Bearcats was hardly 15 seconds old
when fullback Tony Mazzarella
ripped through a seam in the
Cincinnati defense to give BG a
lightening quick 7-0 lead after
Paul Tod's conversion. Tod made
the score 12-0 15 minutes later
when he swept the end for a 75
yard scoring jaunt.
With the muddy field becoming
more and more treacherous and
Cincinnati flooding the outside
with every available man, BG
turned to its forwards to finish
off the match. Prop Brian Gibson
got all the tough yards on a razzle
dazzle penalty play before feeding an easy pass to flanker Chris
Haid who went in for the score.
Gibson got his own try when he
slid along half the Bearcat de-

Fly half Devon Dickinson got
BG its only try and a 5-0 lead. An
Ohio State penalty kick by BUI
Watson made it 5-3 before fullback Brian Self added one for BG
to make It 8-3. Self and Watson
traded kicks in the second half as
well before the Falcons squeaked
by with an 11-6 victory.
The weather became an even
greater factor in the third match
against Miami. The falling tern-
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Hockey League
celebrates 25th
Pal Murphy
The BC News

member since.

The Oct. 19 game between Notre Dame and Alaska-Fairbanks
will mark the opening of the 25th
Anniversary season of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association.
Bowling Green has been there
for all 25 years, entering the
league during the 1971-72 under
former head coach Jack Vivian.
The Falcons went 6-4-2 in the
league, which was with BG along
with Ohio State, Ohio University
and St. Louis.
Since those humble beginning
the league has grown into one of
the top in the nation, producing
five national champions and numerous National Hockey League
players. Current Michigan State
head coach and former Falcon
head coach Ron Mason has seen
the league mature over the past
25 years.

CAIN'S
POTATO CHIPS

Mason then came to BG where
he coached from 1973-1979. During that span he was at the forefront of putting the CCHA on the
same level as the other conferences.
He said that he worked to get
CCHA teams in the NCAA Tournament along with teams from
the other two conferences at that
time.
"Our league champion would
just sit after the end of the
season," Mason said. "We had no
where to continue playing."
The Falcons became the first
member school to advance to the
NCAA Final Four In 1978 and the
first member to win a national
championship In 1984.
Current Falcon head coach
Buddy Powers remembered
when he faced BG while playing
at Boston University in 1974.
"We played Bowling Green in a
Thanksgiving tournament In '74
and we were wondering who the
heck was Bowling Green,"
Powers said. "Well when the
game ended it was 3-2 Bowling
Green."

Soccer
Continued from page nine.

mark on a penalty kick. The
Falcons controlled a 3-0 advantage, making Matt O'Cull's goal
at 80:06 relatively insignificant
for Cincinnati.
The Falcons out shot Cincinnati 27-14, and had more shots
on goal (9A).

14.25-14.5 0Z. BAG

PlusChekl

-

r.i fly half Kevin Neudecker and own end. Rookie wing Matt Pietcenter Grant Sharpe's towering zak continued his torrid scoring
punts to pin the Redskins in their pace.

When the league formed
Mason was coaching at Lake Superior State. The Lakers joined
one year later and have been a

CAins ?*S

*.

the corner on his way to a try with Chris Haid in support.

"At the time we couldn't envision the league becoming what it
is today," Mason said. "We just
sat down and figured out a way to
play each other."
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fense at the goal line before splitting two defenders for the score.
Eight man Jeff McVey then
closed the scoring when he bulled his way over three Bearcats
to make the final 29-5.
Against the Buckeyes, the Falcons literally had to throw up
breastworks as Ohio State
launched a twenty minute long
assault on the Bowling Green
goal line. "I've got to hand it to
both teams," stated Mazzarella
"As soon as we knocked one
down, up popped another red jersey to keep State on the attack. It
was one heck of a display of
trench warfare - no quarter
asked and no quarter given."

Goalie Scott Vallow shut out
the Bearcats, recording three
saves. Backup goalie Andy
Carl was In the game when
Cincinnati got their lone score.

The win was an important one
for the Falcons after losing at
home to MAC rival Akron on
Sunday.
"We're back on track now,"
Niles said. "That's what we were
looking to do was coming out and
winning this game and hopefully
get back on track."
"After the Akron game, I just
told the players that we just
needed to focus on [Wednesday's] game," Mahler said. "It's
that old cliche, take one game at
a time'.
I I I I I 1,1,1,
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College of Musical Arts
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Bengals close to winning
Aim Robinson
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - The Cincinnati Bengals nearly won in
Pittsburgh last season, holding
the almost-Super Bowl Steelers
scoreless in the second half of
a 14-10 loss. Of course, the
Bengals nearly win almost
everywhere.
But actually doing it? That's
a Bengal of an entirely
different stripe, and actually
crossing that invisible threshold between almost winning
and actually doing it has eluded
Cincinnati for years.
The Bengals (2-4) probably
can't wait much past Thursday
night's game against the
Steelers (3-3) to start crossing
it, either, not with AFC Central
co-leader Cleveland (3-3)
awaiting the week after.
Clearly, the clock is ticking
on these 1995 Bengals, and, so
far, that clock hasn't been very
forgiving. All four Bengals'
losses are by three points or
less, with the last three coming
in a combined span of 83 seconds at the end of the fourth
quarter.
So close to respectability, yet
still so far, far away.
"We'll really be in trouble if

we lose these next two games,"
cornerback Corey Sawyer said.
"We'll fall down in the division
to 1-3 and it will be back to the
same old Bengals. We're trying
not to have that this year."
Maybe that's why the Bengals, who are 0-8 against Pittsburgh since 1990 and have
never won a division road
game in coach David Shula's
three-plus seasons, actually
seem confident of winning.
"We've got to have this game
right here," linebacker Todd
Kelly said. "If we dont win this
game, it's going to be tough for
us to sit in this locker room and
prepare for what's going to
happen next.... If we don't get
this one, a lot of people might
try to rum their backs on us
and we cant let that happen."
Or, exactly what might happen to the Steelers. They followed up last season's trip to
the AFC championship game
with a 2-0 start, but have since
lost three of four, including an
inexplicable 20-16 loss at Jacksonville on Oct. 8.
All-Pro linebacker Greg
Lloyd later chastised his
teammates for not being vocal
or demonstrative enough in response to the loss, and safety
Carnell Lake raised doubts

about their commitment.
Coach Bill Cowher questioned none of the above, but
said the Steelers, besieged by
injuries and unable to mount
their usually productive running game, must begin finding
ways to win in the fourth quarter.
Sound familiar, Bengals?
"You have to keep it in perspective," Cowher said. "I'm
not saying I accept (losing), but
the facts are we're going out
there and having opportunities
to make plays, and we're not
getting it done."
The Steelers thought that
might change when quarterback Neil O'Donnell returned
against Jacksonville after a
five-week layoff with a broken
hand. He was his usual proficient self, going 19-of-3S for
282 yards and no interceptions,
but again made some questionable decisions and no big plays.
Example: O'Donnell, with no
defenders in sight, chose to
force a fourth-down incompletion into traffic late in the
game rather than scramble
five yards upfield for a first
down.
"I dont know why he didn't
run the ball," offensive coordinator Ron Erhardt said.

No wonder O'Donnell probably welcomes the Bengals' annual visit more than ever. He is
7-0 against Cincinnati, with 14
touchdown passes and just two
interceptions, and will be
throwing against a patchwork
Bengals secondary that may
have two new starters in Sawyer and strong safety Sam
Shade. Cornerback Rod Jones
(groin) and safety Bracey Walker (knee) probably wont play.
But Jeff Blake, the wunderkind quarterback who has revived Cincinnati's longsomnolent offense with 1,549
passing yards and 12 touchdowns, also won't see the same
Steelers' secondary that so
confounded him last season.
Blake made probably his
worst NFL start in the Steelers'
38-15 victory in Cincinnati,
completing only 8-of-19 passes
for 156 yards and two interceptions, one for a Rod Woodson
touchdown.
But Woodson is out probably
for the season with a knee injury, and both Lake (groin) and
cornerback Willie Williams
(ankle) didn't do much practicing this week. Lake insists he
will play, but Williams is questionable.

Women's rugby down Ball St.
Brian Gibson
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's
rugby team took a major step
toward respectability when they
defeated Mid America Conference Club Rugby champion Ball
State 10-0 this past weekend.
"This is quite the feather in our
cap," stated Falcon coach Dallas
Black. "We stick in some new
back plays and become better
rugby players a little bit more
each week. We've got speed in
the backfield and people in the

CAMPUS EVENTS
-Reminder*
Deadline lor Seminar Registration Is Fn Oct.
201 Forms are outside Ed. 410. Don't miesBie
B.G.S. F A. Annual Seminar I

Al-Anon/ Adult Children or Alcoholics
St. Thomas Moors Ret. Ed. Roam
Fridays 7:00
Are fau hungry? Let World Student Association feed youl Snacks and baited goods sale in
Iron of Education Bktg. Thursday Oct. 19 from
I0am-2pm. All proceeds will go to B.G. Food
Pantry.
Are you interested in learning more about
China? World Student Association is sponsoring a CHINESE ENCOUNTER. Come and
listen lo speakers from China. Everyone is
welcome.
Time: 7pm-8 30pm Friday Oct 20.
Place: 11 Hi Floor Offenhauar West.
RetreshementswiH follow.

forwards that aren't afraid to
bloody some noses, and that is a
heck of a winning combination."
Playing on a sloppy, wind and
rain swept field, the Falcons had
to battle the elements as well as
the MAC champion Cardinals.
"The wet ball caused an endless
series of scrums," stated prop
Heather Ekey. "That actually
worked to our advantage since
our forwards had better scrummaging skills."
Prop Paula Hoppe opened the
scoring when she trampled four

CHARGE [Till
Pspe John's Now Accepts Visa I Maalercsrd
Call Now 351 PAP A
CHICAGO
Nov. 10ttv12Hl
$11S for 2 nights at the Holiday Inn City
Center Hotel A Transportation
Sponsored by UAO 92-2343
Fright Night TO
HSA Presents: Fell Coffeehouse -95
October tg, 6:40pm
At the Honors Center in Kreischer
Admission Freel Refreshments Frsel Laughs
Freel
Gat a taste of the Currant Middle Ages
Society for Creative Anachronism Demo
this Saturday
Union Oval
11am-4pm
The Bahai College Club will celebrate
The Brtnof trie Bad
on Friday at 0:30am in Bus. Ed. Rm. 108
Join us for readings and refreshments.

Cardinal defenders into the dirt
on her way to try from 25 yards
out. With conditions worsening, it
became a matter of whether the
slim Falcon lead would hold up as
Ball State offense kept steady
pressure on the BG defenders.
Twice the Cardinal offense crept
to within feet of the Bowling
Green goal line and twice they
were denied.
"I'm proud of the way everyone kept their cool under pressure," stated Ekey. "That will
win more games for us in the fu-

UAO Classic Film Series
GODFATHER II
Gish Film Theater Oct. 19 O 9pm
FRE EI Sponsored by UAO
'call w/ questions 2-2343

ture."
Like a true champion, Ball
State continued to press the attack right up to the last minute.
However, rookie center Alanna
Latin! ended Ball State's hopes of
winning the match when she
roared through a gaping hole in
the Cardinal backfield and
motored 60 yards for the victory
sealing try.
The Falcon women ruggers,
now 4-1 and sporting their best
record In nearly two years, will
host John Carroll at 12:30 p.m.

LOST & FOUND
Lost Brown Leather Jacket. Has pair ol sunglasses and bank book inside. If found call Larry
354-1813.

We live In a world where there Is more end
mora Information, and less and less meaning.
Join the Philosophy Club in discussing Jean
Bsudrlllard's sassy The Implosion A Meaning In ths Madia' on Thurs. Oct. 19 at a:00pm
in 301 Sha 12el Hall.
Speak Your Mnd
STUDENT OROANKATIOrJS LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
Just a reminder that all nominations
for October Student Leader of the Monfc
are due In 405 Student Services by
this Friday. October 20. Help us in
recognizing ths student leaders
on this campus.
WE'RE SOLD ON LEADERSHIP!

SERVICES OFFERED

SFINANCIALAIDS
Attention AM Students
FREE Money Is currently available
for College Students Nationwide.
OverM Billon in sad ia now
available from private sector
grants A scholarships All students
are eligible to receive some son
of aid regardless of grades, income.
or parent's income
Lst us help you.
For more informsson caf:
Student Finanaal Services
1 -800- 263 6495 eit. FSS442

Huskers' Phillips
to stay in school
Dave Zello
The Associated Press
LINCOLN, Neb. - Nebraska
running back Lawrence Phillips,
who was indefinitely suspended
after hitting an ex-girlfriend,
broke his silence today about the
trouble he has faced.
In a telephone call to an Omaha
radio talk show, Phillips said he
could have just left the university and turned to pro football after
his Sept. 10 arrest and no contest
plea to an assault charge. He said
agents called him.
"I could have just left," he said.
"I didn't do that I stayed here.
I'm going to school. I'm going to
do what's right."
Phillips is awaiting sentencing
Dec. 1 on the misdemeanor
charge. Coach Tom Osborne said
Tuesday that the junior could return to practice next week but
wont play for at least the next
two weeks.
News that Phillips could be returning to the team was the subject of caller comments to a talk
show on Omaha radio station
KFAB when Phillips himself
called the station.
Phillips said, "it's just killing
me" how people are talking like
they know him and know the situation.
Osborne said No. 2 Nebraska
will be without Phillips at least
until the Nov. 4 game against
Iowa State. He said Phillips will
not play against No. 8 Kansas
State in Lincoln on Saturday nor
at No. 9 Colorado on Oct. 28.
"What will happen beyond that,
I dont know, but he will not play
in those two games." Osborne
said Tuesday. "He probably
needs at least two weeks of practice before he can play effectively in a game."
The 6-foot, 215-pound star tailback was kicked off the team
Sept. 10 after attacking a former
girlfriend, Katherine McEwen, a
20-year-old Nebraska basketball
player.
Osborne the next day said Phil-

lips was suspended. But Osborne
has said that keeping football as
an option for Phillips was the
best choice for the running back
"Believe me, right now bringing him back doesn't necessarily
make us a better football team,"
Osborne said. "He's a great
player and when he left the team,
he was playing about as well as
any I-back we've ever had ... but
you're going to change the chemistry of the team, there's going to
be a lot of media uproar. It isn't a
case of bringing him back to win
games."
Another potential hurdle for
Phillips remained. The university's Student Judicial Board announced that Phillips violated the
student conduct code and is subject to potential sanctions. Including suspension and expul-

"I am going to school.
I am going to do
what's right."
Lawrence Phillips
Nebraska tailback

James Griesen, vice chancellor
for student affairs, said he, Phillips and university judicial officer Linda Schwartzkopf will
meet within the next week to discuss penalties.
In similar cases of misdemeanor assault involving students, Griesen said, students are
required to make restitution for
medical costs and receive behavior education. Expulsions or suspensions from school are rare.
Osborne said he wont allow
Phillips to practice or play until
his student status is cleared up.

Grant* and Scholarships ere available. Billions of dollars In iinanclai aid Qualify Immediately. 1^00-400-0209.

BGSU Mom, Dad. Grandma. Grandpa. Sister.
A Brother...sweatshirts available at Collegiate
Connection. 531 Ridge St.

Guitar
Lessons w/
Harold Greene
Quality Instruction
4193821655

PartylPartylPartyl
WckiltDJ Service
Reasonable Rates 352-8397

Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruisel Early
Spools 7 days (279 Included 15 mesls A 6
parties' Great Beaches/NightMel Prices increase 11/21 A 12/151 Spring Break Travel
1 ■ 800-678-6386

PERSONALS

Spring Breakl Panama City' Early Spedalsl 6
days Oceanview Room with Kitchen tl29l
Walk to Best Barsl Key Wsst S259 Cocoa
Beach Hilton $1691 Pries increases 11/21 A
12/15111-800-678-6386
Cancun a Jamaica Spring Break Soeaalsl
111% Lowest Price Guarantee 7 nights air A
howl from S399I Book Eariyl Save Stoo on
food/drinksl Spring Break Travel
1-800-6786386.

-Pi Beta Phi' Mchelle B.' PI Beta Phi'
III1 Michelle. My Michelle with heir of brown,
Dunng ths hunt you shall wear a crown. You"
run through the house until you find (hat us as
Bic/li are one of a kindl Ore last due...My
eyes are blue. Better think again and I'll see
you around 101
Love. Big?
•Pi Beta Phi ■ Michelle B. • Pi Beta Pis'

continued on p. 12

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. TOLEDO THIS SATURDAY 12:30 PM!
THE "BATTLE OF NORTHWEST OHIO" YOU ARE THE 12TH MAN!!
South Side 6 Wishes Good Luck to
the Falcons on their Homecoming
bout with U.T.

NPHC

HOMECOMING '95
IP
£

NPHC

UAO

<T.
IMII \S\M IC4M»I

Friday October 20,1995
Lerrhart Grand Ballroom
$5 for Show $3 for Dance

sou in siiii:6
352-8639

\n ...ii din KJ.I
Incl potatoes toss salad
irlic bread

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
Show starts at 9:00 p.m.
UAO

For More Info call 372-2343

I.ISO
Chicken
iX Kihs

s6.<>r>
ori:.v i ;to 7,....

Will i:i Till-: PARTY STARTS
737 S. Main

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

GREEK STOMPROWN
Visit South Side 6 for all your homecoming needs.

/

NPHC

ISDAY
BOWL-N-GREENERY

Pasta
Day
$5.20
plus tax

Incl: Complete salad" bar,
garlic bread and unlimited
beverage.

OPEN 4:30-7pm I

* All students meal plan cards
accepted
..

I

\

Page twelve

Thursday, October 19,1995

F
continued from p. 11
't 2 B.G. Alum looking tor students whose majors
iW: ■fI- nxiate, Business, restaurant managa.mem, ioum., and CS. IO work a co-op in thair
business m NY. They «■ ba on campua Oct.
'23. Please contact the Co-op Offioa at
372-2451 by inn Friday.
AGD'AGD-AGD
Geipaychedfortha
BONFIRE TONIGKTI
See you *l 8 00PM'
AGD'AOO'AQD

Lil Michelle A.
The time haa come at last
To put your guesaing in the past
Because soon well be together
Big and Ul Forever
Love.
Big???
Lil* Beth
It's Dme for Big LI' hum
And tonight I will be watching
waiting and ready to meet
Donl be scared L ii' Beth
This Btg/LH pair Is right
Be at the Pi Phi house around 10
Love. Big ?

AGD^AGD^AGD
Congratulatons
AngaUDickow
lor har recant lavalianng
to NortttweMsrna
BrlMHaislgl
AGO'AGO'AGO

Alpha Phi * Kappa Sigma
Sorry irs 'ate but
Congratulations Heather G laser
on your lavalianng to
John Qumn You guys
are aupar»
Love. Your Big Polly
Alpha Phi' Kappa Sigma
'
Attention all campua leadaraf
7 Omkron Delta Kappa is looking for youl
Applications are In Student Services Rm
408
and are due by October 26 5 00pm! Any
questions please call Bethany 372-3809

J

KD' WELCOMES' KD
The sisters ol Kappa Delta
Welcome mto their circle
Of Friendship: Heather Back,
Brenda Gretshop. and Sharon Risner.
KD* WELCOMES aKO

CHICAGO
Nov. 10th-12th
$11fl tor 2 Nights at the HoixJay Inn City
Center Hotel & Transportation
Sponsored by UAO @?-2343

J
CONGRATULATIONS
Joe Woods
On Making Top 10
For Homecoming
Good Luc* This Week"

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39 00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall'354-1614
Free Free Free Free Free
HSA Presents:
Fall Coffeehouse '9A
October 196.40pm
at the Honors Center in Kreischer
Gamma Phi Beta' Theta Chi
CONGRATULATIONS to Stacy
Slachler on her lavalienng to
Thata Chi Bill Vanatta.
Gamma Phi Beta' Theta Chi
J.T.'a Carry Out
405ThurstinAve
100% Wool Sweaters
at $35 each
Mi tlens/G loves at $5 each
JubeK.-1 love you and am always
thinking of you my buttercup. Happy
Sweetest Day • Love. Jason.

MPHI'UL'NIKKI-PIPHI
Angels - n ■ Arrows, wine and ul ver blue
Which dues are lies
And which ones are true?
Be at the house by 10:00 tonight.
And you'll find out
if your guesses are nght
Lil*. I'm so exdted tor you to see
That your Big is none other than
MEII
Pi Phi' Lil Beth R.' Pi Phi
To my little Beth.
The hunt has begun
Tonight wiR be exdbng
And loaded with funl
I can't wait til the day
Comes to an end.
Because you'll find not only a big
But also a friend.

Lil'Kimbarly
~~
Tonight is the night
You'll And out if your guess is right
If you timk you know who I am
Guess again, it might be a sham1
Love,
Big???

Love.
Your Big??
Pi Phi' Pi Phi * Pi Phi

Lil'Sara
I hope you are getting excited.
Wu. . I; jstcanin.de it
For soon there will be.
This perfect pair • you & me
Big/Lil hunt starts Thurs. night So just wait • it will be out of sight!
I Love Youl
Big • LitTle Now and Forever

Pi Phi'Ul'Lesley'Pi Phi
I'm sure youll think you know me
But I'm positive you don't.
Go ahead and take a real good guess
But guess, I'm sure you won't!

Lil'Wesley.
Tonight you will find me
I hope you will be surprised
our Pi Phi bond a light
Don't worry, we all love you
And will help guide you through
Come to the Pi Phi House around 0:45
Love, Your Big ?
Little Brooke Curren.
I'm so eicited to be your B g1 Here's clue #6:
You're one of the new additions to the largest
family in Pi Beta Phi.

DOES YOUR GROUP SPONSOR FUN> DRAISE RS?? If you are having rouble coming
up with creative fundraising ideas, please
'come to the Creative Fundraising Techniques'
'Workshop on Wednesday, November I, 199S
j al 7O0pm in the Alumni Room of the University
.Union. Dave Standford, Director of Major Gifts
will be the guest speaker. For reservations.
please contact the Office of Student Life at
372-2843.

PI PHI * LISA RE INKER' PI PH.
Tonight it the night you will find out
What being a Ul' it ad about
I hope you're excited and anxious ft) see
Who your big will turn out to be i
So hurry up and don't be late
Because tonight we have adatel
I LOVE MY LILI
Love. You Big?

Little Lorl
Here's a stvy
So you can guess who I am
My smile will be wide
When I hug you with pride
and whenever we go
we will create a tide
So see you on Thursday
and get ready for a crazy nde.
Love,
Big?

•Friends are Friends forever
And friends well always be.
Today's the day. the guessing will end
And your 'Big' you soon will see!!!
The hunt is almost overl
Pi Phi Love and Mne.
YourBig?!?!
PiPNU'JaimiPiPhi
You think you know, but do you really ?
i low you so. and sometimes I'm silly.
Toniflhi you w ;i lind out who I am
Whan you become part of my awsome laml
I love my lill Love. Big???
PIPniU'JaimiPiPhi
Pi Phi Lii'Kaie Furriase Pi Phi
Tonights the beginning ol good times and fun.
We as Bg'LiI pair will be number one1 I think
youll ba surprised to see who I am. I always
act wacky and never cook with Spam. Tonights
the night we will have our big date- See ya at
ten please don't be latel
Love. Your Big???

OCTOBER DRAWING
D -o i at CAMPUS POLLYEYES and enter
our drawing to win winter apparel from ImagIne.
Pi Beta Phi * LI" Lindaay.'
You think you know who you Big may be,
but from the dues I gave you. you would
never guess me. Come to the house
Thursday al half past rune and you will
see thai I am right. Your Big is sneaky
and likes to lie - so check your dues
again, and get ready to be surprised.
Your Big loves you and can't wait for you
toseewhata
Great Big/Lil pair we will be!
Pt Phi Love,
•Your Big'
Pi Beta Phi *" Pi Beta Phi
Lil'Jennifer Kitchen
Tonights the night
You will eee
Who your crazy big will be
One last clue
My eyes are blue
Have you figured it out?
Better think again!
See you around stnl
Love, Your Big???

PI Phi Lir Maiy Januaka Pi Phi
I'm sure you think you know me. but go ahead
and guess, but I know you won] Tonight you
will run through the houao and find that ua aa
Big/Lil are one of a kind Come to the house at
half past nine and well have an awesome time'
Low, Big???

$30,867.20 - $36,004.80
Week of Dec. 4,1995
Requires high school
graduation or GED, age 21,
valid driver's license.

PI Phi Lil'Sandy PI Phi
Imsureyouthmk you know me
But I'm positive you don't
Go ahead, take a real good guesa But guess I'm sure you wont.
Because you are my KMe sis
Pi Phi to me will moan so much more
Tonight's the night the guesaing will end
When you open the doorl
PI Phi Love Your Big PI PM
Pi Phi It Dawn Pi Phi
Tonight's the night you'l finally see
What an awesome bigrlitfe par well be
Don't worry youll aoon find out
and when you do youll shout (w/glee)
So come to the houae before ten
And we'd meet up once agaml
Low. Big??

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Teat.
Confidential & Caring.
354-4873 B.G. Pregnancy Center

Last day to apply:
Tues., Oct. 31,1995

i LUBE/OIL/FILTER SPECIAL
!$12 95 or FREE*

i
i
l Includes oil filter, up Io 5 qls. ol ol,
,
chassis lube and 24 pt. safety Inspection. i
■fits vim any oner scheduled tenta.
"With coupon in lieu of other offers. 86 lea on on lr

Room 103 Municipal Building
166 S. High St., Akron, OH
Equal Opportunity Employer
TDD (216)375-2119

Locilly Ownedi Operiled
by Ed Schwerkolt

F*<i INTRODUCING
' THE NO BRAINER FUNDRAISER!

Tuffy

HOW DOES IT WORM Its easy! Have your Sorority/ Fraternity or Student Croup
help us coordinate promotions from various financial/ telecommunications companies
and your group makes money! Ifs so easy we call it a No Brainer! You make money
and it doesn't cost you a dime.
HOW DO YOU GET STARTED! Even easier! lust give us a call. We'll answer all your
questions and schedule your No-Brainer Fundraiser. We'll come and work with your
group for the scheduled days...then you receive your check!!!

IT'SIASY! • IT'S MINDLESS! • IT'S A NO-BRAINER!!!

II START CALL Ul AT: 1 800-BBB 7B78
■ m n i PJ. HUMI

$

$

IMPORTANT CONFERENCE
OPENER SATURDAY!

BOWLING GREEN
VS.
MICHIGAN STATE
ssure yourself admission...pick up a ticket
fort Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Valid
lent ID required.
'
'

i

J

Tueeday, October 24, 1*95
WOMEN TALK: IMPORTANT ISSUES TO
BGSU WOMEN
Time: 9:00 pm
Where: MacDonald Wees, Ground Floor
Lounge
Wednea day. October 25, IBM
MOVIE: TALES FROM THE HOOD
Time: t:00 pm
Where: Lillian Olsh Theatre
Thureday, October 26, IMS
ROOMMATE GAME: DO YOU KNOW YOUR
ROOMIE?
Time: 1:30 pm
Where: Buelneaa Administration Building,
Room 104
Friday, October 27, IMS
MALE REVIEW: SPECIAL QUEST FROM
CLEVELAND « ON-CAMPUS
Time: 8 oo pm-IO.-OO pm/Aftor dance
10 00pm -2 im
Where: Amanl
Coal: SS.00 Male Review 4 Alter
Danes*3 00 After denco only
Saturday, October 2*, 1 MS
MASQUERADE BALL: DRESS IN YOUR
FAVORITE COSTUME A CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN
Time: io oo pm - 2:00 am
Where: Union. Grand Ballroom
CosCTBA
■Co-eponeored by Dry Dock and Black
Board ot Cultural Activities
"'All evonte eo-eponeorod by National
Pan-Hellenic Council, Black Student Union,
Dry Dock, end Black Board ot Cultural Actlvltloo"
SATISFY YOUR CRAVING FOR DREADSTICKS!!
-RANCH DRESSING NOW AVAILABLECALL PAPA JOHNS NOW
353-PAPA

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS DIRECTORIES
are available in the Office ot Student Lite. Pick
up your copy while suppl es are available.
THE LONGEST 'HAPPY HOUR' IN BO
NOON TO 9PM MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
BREWSTERS POUR HOUSE
All 16 Different Dralts, Used
Dnnka, and snots
Try the best pizza A subs in town
Also try our wings and nachos
So come Io Brewetere for
Great Prlceel Great Food! Lota ot Funl
That* Chi
Athlete ol the week: B Friabee
Athletic Supporter ol the Week: Chris Tobar
Brother ol the Week: Mao My i on
Cabinet Member of the Week: Dylan Scott
Theta Chi For Lit*

Pi Phi Lil Tracey Pi Phi
You might think you know me
But how wry surprised youll be.
Come to the houae tonight • donl be late
Ifa a very important date.
We're the beat big/lil pair there wiN be
in the whole town of BGI
Low. Big??

City of Akron
Police Officer

RHOMANIAWEEK
Monday, October 23, IMS
GREEK FORUM: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
BUCK t WHITE SORORITIES
Time: 8:00 pm
Where: Union. Capital Room

Theta Chi
Wanted STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys, Action
figures, and Shipsl Cash Pa di No collection Io
large or smalll Call toll free 1-800-281-5637,
David.

WANTED
For Spring 98: Subleaser needed. Female.
ron smoker
Sl83.no - utilitlea. Call
352-9456.
HELP! WE'RE GRADUATING
2-3 Sublessors needed. Spring Semester,
2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, diahwsahir. airconditioning, large walk-In closet, quiet,
very clean apartment. Free water and sewage. Call alter 5pm or leave message.
IS 3-9222.

Baby-S.ner Wanted!
Looking for a kind, nurturing, creative, responsible, non-smoking person to baby-sit 2 children, ages 2 1/2 and 4 1/2 on a part lime
basis in the Perrysburg area. Need references.
Please call (4191674-2331.
Cashiers Needed 3rd Shift. Benefits & Shin
differential. Apply in parson 0 Barney's 181
1/2 S. Main BG.
Cheddar's
Opening aoon In Find isy.
Cheddar's is a great place for students seeking
a challenging an rewarding atmosphere that
can ba shaped around any school schedule.
We offer great starting pay and FT or PT-positlonsl And we are only 15 minute* away from
BGI Come see us at:
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Tiffin Ava. (in front of Meijer)
Findlay. OH 45840

(419)432-4499

"•FREE TRIPS » CASH"
Find out how hundreds o! students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America'e si Spring Brsak company!
SsK only 15 trips and travel tree! Choose Cancun. Bahamas, Mazadan. or Florida! CALL
NOWI TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(600) 95-BREAKI

RACISM.
INVISIBILITY.
THE GLASS CEILING.

1087 S. MAIN STREET

runic, talk, listen ami a-K
i|in-t ion-!

X-MAS CASH
National Marketing Arm expanding In Toledo
We have the best atmosphere in lown. 8 positions available. $300-400 weekly No sxp.
necessary. We sain. No phone interviews.
(419)865-1075.

FOR SALE
1984 Olds Fironza
93.000 mi.,auto
Runs good -11000 OBO
352-1923 or 352-8200
1987MerkurXR4Ti
2.3 L Turbo. 5 spd.. red. many sxtrasl Asking
*2200. Call Ryan @ 372-1092.
1988 Nissan Sentra
4 spd.. new duth. new atruts
93,000 miles. *2SO0.

352-3176
1989 Pontiac Grand Am. 4 door, auto., asking
H0O0 Call 419-354-5178.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,0004/ month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal
8 full-time employment available. No
experience necessary For more information

Attention Spring Breakers' Jamaica/Cancun
S389. Bahamas $359. Florida $129. Sell trips.
earn cash. 8 go Ireel 1 -800-234-7007.

call 1 -206-634-0468 ext. C55442
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
774. Olaihe.KS 66051.
EBSCOTelemarketing Service
1994 Top 50 National Outbound Service
agency is currently expanding rts sales force. If
you are interested If) earning top dollars ($8-10
per hr.) Working flexible hours (mm. 15
hrs/wk.) receiving weekly pay and building
your resume then cal now for an interview
353-6662 or come to apply at 113 N. Mam St.
(acroae from Junction).
Evening office cleaning 10-12 hours per week.
Own transportation required. Call 352-5822.
Great Part-Time Job
Eaay 15-20 min. drive from campua In hi none river town. PT aaat. manager for tourfet
oriented retail atore. $5.75mr. Some retail
aalea exp. ♦ computer akllla a muat. For
appt. 419-832-6425. Dandy's Una, Grand
Rapids, OH 11-4 dairy.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to S25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For info call (206) 632-1146 ext. JS5441.
MAUMEE BAY BREWING COMPANY
Toledo's first microbreweryrrestaurant Is hiring
for the following positions.
*Waitstaff
'Bus people
'Host/Hostesses
'Pastry Chef
'Cooks
'Dish Machine Operacrs
'Maintenance
It you beleive work should be fun and want to
be part of something new and exctbng. please
apply in person at The Oliver House. 27
Broadway St.. Toledo.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal It full-time employment available
at National Parka, Foreata ft Wildlife
Preserve!. Benefit! plua bonuses! Call:
1-206-545-4804 ext. N 55442.

FOR SALE
Various items, from electronics to appliances,
and many other. Items are new and corns with
lull warranty Irom the manufacturer. I sell all
items below retail. Can tor information
352-3069. Please leave a message.
MACINTOSH COMPUTER lor sals Comptais eystsm Including printer only $499.
Call Chris St 1-800-685-4392 ait. 9589.
MuaiSstll
2 tickets to Urge Overkill, Sal. Oct 21st @ tie
Asylum. $25/0 bo. Call 353-0450.
MUST SELL' 4 REM tickets lor concert in Cm
cmatlionSat 10-21 95. Call 372-6276.
We dei portable weight bench
great lor houss/apsul.
$50 call Andrea at 352-7390

FOR RENT
Apartment Available Dec. 95
2 bedroom, furnished, ideal location
Campus Manor: 354-1360
Apt. available immediatly tor sublease'
$430/mo . all utilities except gas. 2 bdrms.. 1
1/2 ban- dishwasher, A/C Maximum ot lour
people allowed. 724 S. College «4 Call
352-6853 tor more Into.
Comfy, roomy ettioency. Furnished Large kichen, has A/C. Lsass through Aug. 10.
Availabe after Dec. 17. Graduate preferred.
Call 353-3237.
One and two bdrm. apartments available now.
Call Newlove Rentals. 352-5260.
Wanted: One female subleaser for Spring
$165/month, gas. heat, i stove, all utilities
md except electric Call 35." 8384 ask for
Amy.

tfejrjr/

FRILL
DE.LIVtR.Y

COOOOOOOe*^

•We've Sot
pieat

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS, ALL POSITIONS
Apply In person at either
Big Boy location
N MainSl.orE.Wooster
EOE

food!

At*.Ill*

—

CALL 353-TAC?
NOW HIRING AT PAGLIAI'S PI2ZA
Apply M-F ?-»pm at845 South Main
Our firm is looking tor incWiduala who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next eummor. Earn te.000 so S10.000 per
eumrner. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs. Columbua. Akron, Canton, and
more. CalM-800-807-1980.

353-8226

Taco Kit
only
$6.99.
Lor-Uxl liiU-Cr

ima only /^

' $.99~;
CwlwlBIElmltT

B.G.Jaycees
&K100*™,,

Maul at the Mall
Haunted House '95

:t i liiiin iii riiiiiiists.

\'.\ I r\oiir i* urlroinr hi

PAPA JOHN'S
NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS
DAYS. NIGHTS, t WEEKENDS
FULL OP. PART TIME
SAURY . TIPS . COMMISSION
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION • INSURANCE A MUST
APPLY IN PERSON
826 S MA IN (NEXT TO BIG LOTS)

1990 Volvo 740. 4 dr.. excellent condition.
t7,800.352-0431.

BATTLEGROUNDS FOR
THE ASIAN & ASIAN AMERICAN
PROFFESIONAL."

Tuffy'Dots ftXjgUtt

P/T Help in local bra shop.
tevhour.
Call 353-8312.

Accepting applications daily from 8-6.

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars
For inlocal 301-306-1207.

I'l-i'hiy. O. IOIMI 20
r>:.,0 I'M lOOll H\

Hext Io Pizza Hut

Attention highly productive individual experience in word processing, bookkeeping, smallenergy office. Competitive salary Mi■ time position. More than a job be a part of a team. Send
resume to P.O. Box 694 BG OH 43402.

HELP WANTED

Auto Sen-vie*"
Centers

FKESHUTTUUm/ICll
FREE SAFETYINSPECTIONS!
MO OBLIGATION ESTIMATES!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

1996 AMER-CORPS POSITIONS: Three M
nrrtt posiBona with Wood lane m Supported
Living, me Community Fritnd Volumes* Prograin and Special Olympic*. Stipend of $7,66?.
education award ol $4,725, haallh insurance.
and cfi>W car* lor one year of eannoe starting
1/98. Muat ba miereited in interacting with
and coordinating programs for people who
hava developmental disabilities, ba 16 yra. ol
age or older, a U.S. citizen or lagal resident.
haw a h.i. diploma or equivalent For poeition
detc/iptiona and intorrnaDon on applying, contad Janet Fouta. WC Board of MR/DO,
352-SllSbylOV2S9S.EOE.

(AT WOODLAND HALL)
(next to oM Hills Bldg.)
Thurs. thru Sat..Oct. 19 thru 21
Thurs. thru Tues., Oct. 26 thru 31
$4.00 per person • Open 7 Io 11 pm.

Sponsored by Asion
Communities United • 354-1 115

For more detiils all3544GJC

Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming
Thursday. October 19.199S
r-Frldav. October 20.1995
.-Homecoming Merchandise Sales, Union
-Homecoming Merchandise Sales, Union
L

Foyer, 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
| -Human Bowling Tournament, Union <Oval;

l

Step Show, Union Ballroom, 9:00 p.m., doors ,'
open at 8:00 p.m. Tickets available at the eJ Student Activities Office, Third Floor, Student \
Union, Co-sponsored by National Pan
Hellenic Council.

*—I

1:00 p.m.- 2:00 p.m., co-sponsored I
I r— Spotlight and Games
hPep Rally, field between Olscamp andI Student
Services parking; 8:00 p.m. King and
d Queen
I—* Court will ba announced.
—
| -Window Splash Judging, completed by 5:00
pm, and voting between 5:00-9:00 p.).m„
winner twill ba announced at tha gam
na. i

i •*&!£?

I
•

r Saturday.

October 21.1995
-HOMECOMING 1995 BGSU versus
■—» Toledo, 1230 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium —i
-King and Queen will be announced at haifr— time ol tha game.
i
I
-BGSU versus UT Charity Coin Collection,
1
—> before game and during first half. Bring your
spare change to the garnet

For More Info Call
Homecoming
\

Homecoming

!

—» Foyer, 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Homecoming

i

.i

:
Homecoming

Homecoming

